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1: Hearth Cooking | MOTHER EARTH NEWS
Open-Hearth Cookbook: Recapturing the Flavor of Early America [Suzanne Goldenson] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Food cooked in the fireplace tastes better than food cooked in most conventional
methods today, say the authors and this book shows how twenty-first century folks can enjoy hearth-cooked meals
today.

Learn how to cook on an open hearth, an ancient, practical and enjoyable culinary tradition. It is as stress-free
a cooking method as there can be. Photo by Ian Everard Warning: Once you begin cooking over an open fire,
you may get hooked on this peaceful form of meditation! Eventually, the consummate hearth-cooking chef
will want the full setup for this ancient form of cooking. Illustration by Ian Everard Ember-baked fish cooks
quickly, charring the outside while yielding moist, tender flesh. Photo by Ian Everard Artichokes, onions,
peppers and most other dense vegetables roast beautifully on a bed of embers. Photo by Ian Everard Hearth
cooking is an ancient method that is rustic yet elegant, producing delicious, flavorful food. An Ancient
Cooking Technique Revisited We cannot know what dream the cat dreams while sleeping on the hearth in
front of a gentle fire. We can only assume that in her obvious quietude that hers is a dream of contentment. Of
our own dreams, of our pleasure at looking into flames, at feeling the moist warmth of a wood fire upon our
face, there can be no question. Many a love has been kindled under the spell of the fire. It is difficult to
compare hearth cooking with cooking on a modern kitchen stove because the open hearth is so much more
than a place to cook. The firelight casts its spell over the room and infuses everything cooked on the hearth
with a touch of magic. Hearth cooking is an ancient and wonderful craft. It is the craft that stands at the center
of European cuisine. With few exceptions, all recipes that originated in Europe were first created on an open
hearth and only adapted comparatively recently to the modern kitchen. All adaptations involve a shift,
however subtle. When translating languages, even when the meaning of the words remains precisely the same,
there is an inevitable shift in feeling, a shift in the poetry of sound: In making the move from the open hearth
to the modern kitchen, recipes undergo two shifts: As you begin to cook on your fireplace, and as you begin to
adapt your repertoire from the kitchen stove to the open hearth, you will discover that your fireplace â€” or
campfire or the familiar barbecue â€” are cooking tools of undreamed potential. When cooking with live fire,
most everything can be made to taste better: The household fireplace is really nothing more than a campfire
that was brought indoors, moved against a wall, and then set under a chimney. Everything you can cook on a
fireplace you can cook on a campfire â€” which means virtually every recipe in any cookbook. A barbecue
and fire pit can also be used for hearth cooking, but the best and most flexible options are the traditional
fireplace and campfire. That is because they offer the greatest range of access to all aspects of the fire:
Continue Reading The art of hearth cooking is the art of improvisation. Once you actually start, the
naturalness of the process will carry you along. You either already own whatever you need, or you will be able
to improvise what you need out of easily acquired parts â€” such as common red bricks and a small barbecue
grill. In my experience, the single most important requirement for the hearth cook is a love of fire and a spirit
of culinary adventure. Approaching Hearth Cooking What follows are practical instructions for getting started.
For more detail on these techniques, and to learn others, I recommend the hearth cooking section of the edition
of Joy of Cooking and my own book, The Magic of Fire. I start here with the complete vision: The Captain
had spread the cloth with great care, and was making some egg-sauce in a little saucepan: Having propped
Florence up with cushions on the sofa, which was already wheeled into a warm corner for her greater comfort,
the Captain pursued his cooking with extraordinary skill, making hot gravy in a second little saucepan, boiling
a handful of potatoes in a third, never forgetting the egg-sauce in the first, and making an impartial round of
basting and stirring with the most useful of spoons every minute. Besides these cares, the Captain had to keep
his eye on a diminutive frying-pan, in which some sausages were hissing and bubbling in a most musical
manner; and there was never such a radiant cook as the Captain looked, in the height and heat of these
functions: Captain Cuttle was not used to cooking such complex meals on his hearth â€” and his batterie de
cuisine was minimal. Dickens emphasizes the small saucepans and diminutive frying pan â€” a good cue for
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us. One can use what one has, even if it might not be the most ideal piece of cookware. The food will taste just
as good. Hearth cooking, by its nature, is an improvisational dance that fully engages the spirit, especially
when one is cooking a meal out of love. To be historically accurate, I should note that Captain Cuttle may
have cooked on a fireplace burning coal, in which case he would have placed his cookware on a grate over the
coal. In North America, we burn wood. Had he been burning wood, and he might have, then this is how he
would have cooked his meal. With the exception of the chicken turning on a string in front of the fire an
ancient and practical way to roast a fowl , Captain Cuttle would have cooked on the hearth in cookware that
was positioned no more than a few inches from the fire, and held above the hearth on a little stand so embers
could be shoveled underneath. Captain Cuttle would have been using an iron trivet, but two common red
bricks can be fashioned into the perfect stand of the correct height. Set two bricks on their broad side parallel
to each other so you can straddle them with a saucepan, frying pan, griddle or grill, and have space to shovel
embers between them. Taming the Flames of the Hearth We are used to cooking with bottom heat on our
kitchen stove and when grilling on the barbecue. Controlling heat on the hearth is precise, and different from
both the kitchen stove and the barbecue. On the hearth, you control heat by shoveling embers under the
cookware to increase heat, and you decrease heat either by letting the embers die down naturally, or by
shoveling them back into the fire. Through the thoughtful use of embers you have complete control over
temperature. Safety issues are basic. When you have embers on the hearth, be sure to maintain a strong fire in
the fireplace to pull fumes and smoke up the chimney. Always keep embers within a few inches of the fire;
always shovel them back into the fireplace when done, and always use common sense. Set two bricks on their
broad side within a few inches of the fire. Straddle them with a frying pan and use the fireplace shovel to place
embers underneath. Add butter to the pan. When it melts, swirl it around the pan, then add your eggs. Always
remember that the embers will never be hotter than the moment you shovel them underneath the pan. An Even
Simpler Way: Hearth Cooking The hearth cooking method just described stains the hearth. The second method
I describe makes no mess. And, in many ways, it is the best introduction to hearth cooking because it is so
simple and elegant. This method works for fireplace or campfire, but not the barbecue. The same heat that
warms your face as you sit in front of the fire will heat a pot of water. Push a teapot within a couple inches of
the fire to simmer water for tea. It will simmer on the side closest to the flames. Little in this world is more
comforting than a cup of tea taken in the light of the fire on a cold stormy day â€” and when it is heated by
that same fire you add a dimension of poetry to the cup of tea that makes it even more special. Its strength as a
cooking method is in gently melding flavors. Start by placing the cooking pot filled with ingredients directly
on the hearth a couple inches from the flames. Control heat by moving the pot closer to or farther from the
fire. At your discretion, you can also speed things up by using the fireplace shovel or poker to push embers up
against the side of the pot closest to the flames. When reheating a sauce, such as pasta sauce, I usually push
the saucepan right up against the embers and stir, as needed, until it is hot. When you use this method to cook
something that has lots of liquid, soup stock for example, stirring is rarely needed because of convection
currents within the pot. Ember Cooking The last method I describe is cooking directly on embers within the
fireplace itself. This method is appropriate for the fireplace, the campfire and the barbecue. The most ancient
griddle was a bed of embers, and it is on embers that the most distinctive flavors of the hearth are created.
Ember-cooking is the opposite of slow cooking â€” working at 1, degrees Fahrenheit! I do it all the time.
Cooking on embers is a method that takes us back long before the Bible, to the first cooked meals. It is a rustic
method â€” but it is a mistake to conflate rustic methods with unsophisticated flavors. To cook whole fish on
embers, first rub their insides with salt and lightly stuff them with parsley and a little bit of chopped tomato.
When the fish are at room temperature, make a flat bed of embers slightly larger than your fish beside the fire
and lay the fish on the embers. When it is time to turn them, use a spatula or long-handled barbecue tongs to
turn them onto fresh embers. Fish are done when the flesh is flaky. In my experience, the results are invariably
delicious â€” and how many dishes can one cook from a book that is 2, years old? Dense vegetables are best
for roasting on embers. I usually get vegetables into the embers by just tossing them there. Long-handled
barbecue tongs usually work to get vegetables out â€” eggplants might require the use of the shovel.
Counter-intuitively, when food is placed directly on glowing embers it tends to put them out. Thus, as with the
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fish, when turning vegetables, move them to fresh embers. When ember-cooked foods are done, for example
when onions or beets can be pierced with a fork, remove from the embers, let cool, then peel away what is
burned. What remains is always suffused with flavor and may be suitable for an appetizer as is. Or you may
want to incorporate the vegetable into another dish, for example, a vinaigrette for sliced beets or roast onions
with baked chicken. Ember-roasted eggplants are delicious mashed with garlic, olive oil and salt, and served
as a spread. If you are just roasting a few dense vegetables, you will be able to toss them into the embers right
beside the fire, or even amongst the burning logs. But for cooking fish or flat breads, or lots of vegetables, one
needs a large flat bed of embers. If working in the fireplace, it is easier to produce a bed of embers that you
can spread out beside the fire if you build the fire exactly the way you would a campfire. Build the fire on the
floor of the fireplace, ideally on a bed of ash, rather than raised up above the fireplace floor on iron fire dogs
or on an iron fire grate.
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2: Great Deal on Open-Hearth Cookbook: Recapturing the Flavor of Early America (Paperback)
The Open-Hearth Cookbook: In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in early American cooking, fueled,
ironically, by advances in technology. Online digital projects such as Feeding America at Michigan State University have
made it possible for people to.

Today, however, the art of open-hearth cooking and roasting meat in this fashion has been almost totally
forgotten. Open-fire cookery is what most of us associate with hamburgers, hot dogs, and marshmallows. Let
us not forget, however, that the kitchen range â€” as such â€” only came into general use in America a little
more than years ago. In fact, it has â€” if anything â€” changed cooking for the worse. Thanks to this one
invention, the great craft of roasting the cooking of meats before an open fire has all but disappeared during
the past century. What we call roasts today a chunk of beef, pork, or whatever cooked-either covered or
uncovered-in an oven , our great-great-grandmothers correctly called baked meats. That we still long for the
roastmeat flavors and aromas of a century ago is shown by the current popularity of hibachis and barbecue
pits. The problem nowadays is that a great deal of the necessary knowledge of how to cook meats by an open
Cure has been forgotten. Later, they serve as the perfect "go-together" sauce for the roasted meat. Continue
Reading The roasting of meat is an art: Likewise, the meat must be kept turning so that all its surfaces are
cooked evenly. The timing and extent of this heat reduction are both part of the art. Even the choice of fuel for
the fire is critical. Bear in mind, too, that in the old days some of that flavor-laden smoke rose to the rafters,
where hams and hard sausages and dried apples and mushrooms and chestnuts were slowly curing. The Tools
of Old-Time Cooks The whole rich craft of open-hearth cooking which includes the making of chowders,
soups, stews, and sauces, in addition to roasts was perfected over thousands of years by generations of
hardworking men and women who spent countless hours in front of open fires. And along the way, these men
and women developed museums full of tools that made cooking easier. The two most basic and widely used
tools developed for open-hearth cookery were the swinging crane which â€” by altering the distance between
the pot and the flame â€” could provide any temperature desired and the rotating spit, for roasting. The latter
could be as simple as a stout string drawn lengthwise through a bird or small roast, securely tied, and
suspended from a peg on the mantel so that the meat would be positioned properly before the fire. Every now
and then, the housewife â€” or a child â€” had only to twist the string and the meat would turn as the cord then
unwound. More elaborate installations featured handsome clockwork mechanisms that â€” through a system
of weights and pulleys â€” kept the turnspits turning. Among the many other tools created by blacksmiths for
fireplace cookery were dripping pans, reflector shields to increase the efficiency of the spits , heavy iron pots
often three-legged with lids designed to hold hot embers so that the food would be gently cooked from both
above and below , and the long-handled skillet. In general, though, larger pieces of meat require a good-sized
clear fire. A small birdâ€”on the other handâ€”should be roasted by a small, quick fire and will usually be
perfectly done by the time the crust has formed. A steak should be propped upright in a folding grill quite
close to the fire over a dripping pan. All birds, of course, must be trussed and roasts well-tied. Many old-time
recipes say to baste the meat with butter. Regardless of what the recipes say, however, frequent basting is
understood. How can you tell when a roast is done? The surest guide is the change in its texture: After this
point, the meat begins to dry out and toughen. The one exception to all this â€” of course â€” is pork, which
should always be well done. Roasted Meat Seasonings Roasted meats need only the simplest of seasonings.
You might like to add a few drops of fresh lemon juice to your roast to heighten the flavor. Rules to be
Observed in Roasting Meat In the first place, take great care that the spit be very clean; and be sure to clean it
with nothing but sand and water. Wash it clean, and wipe it dry with a cloth; for oil, brick-dust, and such
things, will spoil your meat. How to Roast a Pigeon on the Open-Hearth Take some parsley shred fine, a piece
of butter as big as a walnut, a little pepper and salt; tie the neck end tight; tie a string round the legs and rump,
and fasten the other end to the top of the chimney-piece. Baste them with butter, and when they are done
enough [elsewhere, she specifies 20 minutes] lay them in the dish, and they will swim with gravy [the natural
roasting juices]. How to Roast a Turkey on the Open-Hearth A middling turkey will take an hour; a very large
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one, an hour and a quarter; a small one three quarters of an hour. You must paper the breast till it is near done
enough, then take the paper off and froth it up. Your fire must be very good. A thin piece of pork flare fat tied
on will also do. Foil, however, gives the meat a "steamy" taste. Glasse places great stress on having a brisk fire
and recommends rather short cooking times. Most of the old writers, in fact, suggest a mere 45 minutes to
roast a large chicken or capon. This is a far cry from the methods advocated by the present breed of home
economists, who have us "roasting" our turkeys for hours on end at degrees Fahrenheit. Of course, meats used
to be cooked much rarer than they are now. Amelia Simmons â€” in her book, American Cookery the first
cookbook written by an American â€” says firmly with regard to the roasting of beef that "rare done is the
healthiest and [is] the taste of this age". Indeed it was, for Ms.
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3: The Phantom of the Open Hearth: A Film for Television Co-Ordinated by Leigh Brown by Jean Shepherd
The Open-Hearth Cookbook has 15 ratings and 1 review. Libby said: Lots of good information for cooking over an open
fire. I wish it had more historical r.

Before cook stoves came into existence, fireplaces were commonly used. A cook knew how to prepare the fire
for a day of planned cooking. The fire is something to be studied. If you do not understand how a fire operates,
you will not be able to control it. Not just any wood will do. Hardwoods are the best. Ash, oak, hickory, hard
maple, or dogwood are some hardwoods that are good to burn. Blazing fires do look dramatic for display, but
were used little for useful cooking. Cooks used a controllable fire, which roasted and toasted foods. Boiling,
simmering, and stewing foods were done under a small flame. On rainy days, when the wood supply got wet,
it was brought into the house and stacked around the back and sides of the fireplace. The heat of the fire would
dry the wood out. This technique of drying wet wood in a fireplace is seen in old photographs of the period.
The area you were settled in had a great deal to do with what wood you had available. Some areas had only
soft wooded trees growing around them. Without the hardwoods, coals were difficult to accumulate. Baking is
only successful with the aid of coals. The floor near the cooking hearth was swept constantly, and the hearth
itself scrubbed often to keep it free from grease. Dripping pans were used when roasting or boiling to prevent
the grease from dripping directly on the hearth. Scalding was a common accident when people used lugpoles.
Lugpoles were sturdy, very green, saplings that rested on the projecting inner ledges of the fireplace throat six
or seven feet above the hearth. If this big pole were not replaced frequently, it would burn through, causing
damage to those around the hearth. Lugpoles were replaced by cranes. The crane is a large iron bracket hinged
to the fireplace jamb. From "S" hooks and trammels placed on it, the cook suspended cooking pots over the
fire. Many implements were used by the cook. Each one performed a useful task. Different types of tools used
to care for the fire were: Without these implements, one would not have been able to cook. Tending to the fire
was important because without doing so, one would not be able to have available the right amount of coals for
baking or enough flames for boiling. Other versatile cooking implements are: Not all kitchens were supplied
so lavishly. The general arrangements were sparse. One could turn out the prepared dishes with a surprisingly
high degree of accuracy, and with remarkably tasty results. Pots, which were designed for a particular cooking
technique, were used in a variety of other ways as well. For pots that did not have fat on them, a trivet was
required for supporting it. Spoons for stirring, forks for piercing, and spatulas for turning were all-important
implements used. Cookbooks were not common items in the s. All good cooks knew their recipes by heart. If a
cookbook were found in that era though, you would see recipes for French bread, ladyfingers, sponge cake,
and puff. The wood, knowledge of fires, implements, and of course, safety, are all a part of open hearth
cooking this type of cooking is continuous process of learning. New recipes tried against old are always a
challenge. Information in this section was adapted from an article on open hearth cooking written by Alice
Maffett, a former park ranger at Fort Scott NHS.

4: The open-hearth cookbook : recapturing the flavor of early America (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com
The Open Hearth: A Colonial Cookbook. The authentic recipes are from some of the earliest days of our country's
history. There are more than 60 recipes in the book.

5: The Art of Open-Hearth Cooking - Real Food - MOTHER EARTH NEWS
"Food cooked in the fireplace tastes better than food cooked in most conventional methods today," say the authors and
this book shows how twenty-first century folks can enjoy hearth-cooked meals today.

6: The Open Hearth: A Colonial Cookbook | www.enganchecubano.com | Patrick Henry Memorial Foundati
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The Open-Hearth Cookbook (Paperback) CONNEXITY Food cooked in the fireplace tastes better than food cooked in
most conventional methods today, say the authors and this book shows how twenty-first century folks can enjoy
hearth-cooked meals today.

7: The open-hearth cookbook (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
The Cook's Handbook for Using Farberware (Open Hearth Broiler No. or Broiler Rotisserie No. Contains Use and Care
Directions and Gourmet Recipes for Rack and Spit).

8: Review of The Open-Hearth Cookbook () â€” Foreword Reviews
Open-Hearth Cookbook: Recapturing the Flavor of Early America by Suzanne Goldenson Food cooked in the fireplace
tastes better than food cooked in most conventional methods today, say the authors and this book shows how
twenty-first century folks can enjoy hearth-cooked meals today.

9: Recipes - Farberware Cookware
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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